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THIS WEEK'S CREATION MOMENT 
 

World's Best Smelling Animal 
 

All thy garments smell of myrrh, and aloes, and cassia, out 
of the ivory palaces, whereby they have made thee glad. 
(Psalm 45:8) 
 

What animal is the world's best smeller? Scientists now 
think it's the African bush elephant. Elephants possess a 
versatile trunk that can toss logs, grasp food, spray water 
and even pick up branches to use as tools. But new research 
reported in Genome Research and Science News has found 

that these magnificent creatures carry about 2,000 genes for olfactory receptors. 
That's about five times more olfactory genes than we have. It's also a lot more 
than renowned sniffers like rats, which have only 1,200 olfactory receptor genes. 
Dogs have even fewer – about 800. 
 

Just how well can an African bush elephant smell? They are actually able to 
distinguish between the Maasai, an ethnic Kenyan group that hunts elephants, 
from the Kamba, who are farmers. Smelling the difference between these two 
groups causes the elephant to respond accordingly. 
 

As can be expected, the research team attributed the elephant's superior sense of 
smell to evolution. They said that the original smell-sensing gene duplicated in 
elephants as mammal species diverged from one another. 
 

But we see no evidence whatsoever that the elephant's sense of smell has 
anything to do with evolution. A far more reasonable explanation is that they 
were given this gift by their Creator who knew exactly what they would need to 
survive. Yes, that same Creator who has given us what we need to survive the 
punishment that we deserve when Jesus was crucified! 
 

Ref: "Elephant's big nose wins most sensitive sniffer," Science News, 7-22-14. Photo: Female 
African Bush Elephant in Tanzania. (GFDL 1.2) 
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